1. According to the article, “Developing the entire fraud picture”:
   A. All fraud produces a loss.
   B. Fraud can absolutely occur without a loss of money.
   C. The level of risk for fraud is based on three factors: partial exposure, fraud amount and known loss.
   D. If someone entered a fraudulent transaction into the system for $500 and then fraudulently reversed that entry, fraud did not occur.

2. According to the article, “Developing the entire fraud picture”:
   A. Fraud can’t occur without a readily identifiable amount.
   B. “Known loss” is the known amount of fraud based on evidence gathered during the course of the investigation.
   C. “Fraud amount” is the total amount lost minus expenses, depreciation and fees.
   D. “Total restitution” only includes the costs of the investigation and litigation.

3. According to the article, “Remote but engaged,” Leah Lane, CFE, said:
   A. “Data collection should run in a near-normal state since enterprise collections, such as email, are typically done remotely.”
   B. “Moreover, interviewers in private face-to-face settings have the luxury of time to let relationships organically develop.”
   C. “Server eDiscovery software solutions further enable for the digital production, review, and tagging of documents.”
   D. “An in-country evidence custodian can help when evidence is collected abroad while you are working remotely in another part of the world.”

4. According to the article, “Remote but engaged,” Anthony Campanelli said, “Cross-border investigations already pose several distinct considerations, including language barriers, cultural differences and resource limitations.”
   A. True
   B. False

5. According to the article, “5 most scandalous fraud cases of 2020”:
   A. Wirecard hasn’t confessed to the disappearance of more than $2 billion from its assets.
   B. The ICIJ’s reporting involved analyzing more than 3,500 suspicious activity reports.
   C. Stolen PII has also been the catalyst for frauds that originate through contact tracing text message scams.
   D. The U.S. Department of Justice arrested three Airbus C-suite executives in January 2020.

6. According to the article, “5 most scandalous fraud cases of 2020,” Luckin Coffee Inc. ceased operations after an internal audit revealed allegations of fabricated sales figures.
   A. True
   B. False.

7. According to the article, “Keys to the kingdom: oilfield fraud,” Jerry:
   A. Bribed subcontractors.
   B. Submitted fraudulent billings.
   C. Commited tax fraud.
   D. Stole from company coffers.

8. According to the court trial in the article, “Keys to the kingdom: oilfield fraud,” the judge ordered Jerry to serve 10 years and to pay back around $2 million in restitution.
   A. True
   B. False.

DO NOT SUBMIT THIS FORM. Log in to your My Transactions page after purchasing the Fraud Magazine Quiz set to submit your answers or record your answers on the answer sheet and submit online when you are ready.
I don’t know what the rest of my journey will include, but I’m approaching it with personal and community-focused fulfillment in mind.

Remembering back to the first conversation I had with a fraud investigator at the bank in Hawaii, I find I enjoy this reflection on my path. We never know what impact we have on those around us, so I encourage you to talk to others about what we do and why we do it. Find your ikigai and share it widely. #FM

Tracy G. Swaim, CFE, is enterprise fraud manager at Heartland Financial USA Inc. Contact her at tracygsswaim@gmail.com.

9. According to the article, “A pillar of anti-fraud education says farewell,” Dick Carozza said:
   A. “Fraud examiners need practical info but also encouragement.”
   B. “I’ve learned so much from ACFE members.”
   C. “A magazine can hold only a small percentage of the anti-fraud body of knowledge.”
   D. “The most gratifying part of my job is interviewing whistleblowers through the years.”

10. According to the article, “A pillar of anti-fraud education says farewell,” Dick Carozza said, “The ACFE has been able to give CFEs not just a platform, but the bona fides, the professional support and reputation that they didn’t have before.”
   A. True
   B. False

The Fraud Magazine CPE Quiz has moved to an online self-study format, making it easier for CFEs to earn 10 ACFE (non-NASBA) CPE. CFEs can earn 10 CPE by taking quizzes online after reading featured articles in Fraud Magazine.

Visit ACFE.com/FMQuiz and follow the steps below:

1. Select the Online Fraud Magazine CPE Quizzes by year from the dropdown*.

2. Click the “Add to Cart” button and complete the checkout process.

3. Read featured articles in Fraud Magazine that correspond to the year of the quiz set you purchased.

4. Access your quiz set by logging into your ACFE.com account, clicking on the “My Transactions” tab and clicking on the quiz set you purchased.

5. Pass 5 of 6 quizzes with a score of 70% or higher and receive your CPE certificate instantly via email.

For more information, please review the “CPE Info” and “FAQs” tabs or contact a representative:

© MemberServices@ACFE.com
(800) 245-3321 / +1 (512) 478-9000
Secure online chat service

*Quizzes will be added to the current year’s set as issues of Fraud Magazine are published. CPE can only be obtained from the current year’s quizzes after the fifth quiz is made available in September.

Please Note: The Fraud Magazine CPE Service CPE credits apply only to the CFE status and not to any other professional designations. Fraud Magazine CPE is not registered with the National Association of State Board of Accountancy (NASBA).

The ACFE collects and stores your personal data in the U.S. to provide member services and fulfill transactions requested by you. For a full explanation of your rights regarding how we store and use your data, visit ACFE.com/privacy-policy.aspx.